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Anybody who was in the dance party generation is familiar with this song, and it immediately gained notoriety in part because of its hypnotic opening groove, but the earworm appeal of this track really comes from its infectious chorus. The allure of Carola is undeniable, and its always been one of the most popular chants at any Bruno Mars
concert. Originally released as a single, the ballad was a mild sleeper hit, garnering a No. 8 position in the United States. There was even some talk of giving "Carolita," as it was dubbed at the time, a high school football jubilee at Super Bowl XLVII. The track is a reflection on a real relationship that eventually turned sour, during which Bruno
Mars uses the as-of-then unexpected line, We got a car and a house in Malibu, to try to make sense of what is happening in his life. He sings, Theyll be like canaries, singing to the melody of an industrial conga. Then he breaks out the hook, Suddenly now we can hardly stand. I was released from the same group of people that left me high on
no-fly zones. This choice of funky, bass-heavy instrumentation works perfectly with Bruno Mars' poppy vocals, and the contrast between light and dark eases us into the confessional nature of the song. This is more of the hip-hop vibe that is permeating the Pop Mars sound. Written by Bruno Mars, Victoria Monet and Scott Kukowski, Lazy
Sundays is a fun and playful little song with enough individuality to stand on its own. This is a great example of Bruno Mars' ability to make catchy melodies for other people to sing on. James Valles' production is the perfect complement to Bruno Mars' voice.
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listen bruno mars doo wops and hooligans: youtube or youtube bruno mars doo wops and hooligans. you can also find bruno mars doo wops and hooligans on itunes. amazon bruno mars doo wops and hooligans. as mars prepares for his first headlining tour in november, the singers solo ascendance may signal the too-soon end of another
rising pop force: the smeezingtons. the production team continues to knock out hits like nothin on you, wavin flag and, most recently, cee lo s fuck you, which earned 3 million youtube hits in its first week. with mars expected to heavily tour doo-wops, he says that the smeezingtons are definitely going to be taking a break from the producer

stuff once the solo stuff comes out. talking to the moon may be the best of this collection. as with most of the other tunes, this track is primed for radio; a soft, sincere, piano-driven song about a lost love that has now gone. talking to the moon/trying to get to you/in hopes youre on the other side, talking to me too/or am i a fool who sits
alone/talking to the moon, belts the vulnerable mars. he plays so many different roles over the album, its tough to find out which of these love-anguished and brokenhearted men he truly is. he mixes up all these personas with such an eclectic array of sounds that it almost doesnt matter. seemingly, everything he will touch, no matter which

character he chooses to be, will turn to vocal gold. bruno mars' eighth album, marry you (rock it), was released in the us on february 23, 2011. the record was produced by a variety of artists including redone, humberto gatica, jonathan "montell jordan" avsharian, and philip lawrence. the record was made available on the itunes store on
february 23, 2011, and the record was released on the itunes store on february 23, 2011. in the album's first week on the charts, it debuted on the billboard 200 album chart at number seven, with around 80,000 copies sold in the us that week. in the next week, it descended to number eight with around 59,000 copies sold, making it the

most successful debut of 2011. on march 18, 2011, the album was certified platinum by the riaa for shipment of over a million copies, making it the second platinum album in the us of 2011. marry you was his first album to be certified platinum since unorthodox jukebox in 2010. the album was released in canada on february 23, 2011 and in
the uk and ireland on february 24, 2011. 5ec8ef588b
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